See More.
Read Faster.
	
Upgrade to a more streamlined

diagnostic interface with the
all-new CapsoView® 3.1.

User-Friendly Features
Expanded Viewing
Modes

Precision Speed
Controls

Intuitive
Playback Options

Get the Full Picture
Improved
Red Detection

Enhanced
Reference Library

Quick Image
Capture

Flexible Contrast
Adjustment

Easy Annotation

Advanced Color
Enhancement
(ACE)

Targeted
Magnification

CapsoView®’s innovative, user-friendly interface takes the high
resolution 360° in vivo images captured by CapsoCam® Plus
and presents them in an easy-to-read orientation, making
the image review process easier, faster, and more efficient.
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User-friendly interface

n

Clean, crisp images

n

Rapid downloads

n

Efficient report generation

MAC & PC COMPATIBLE

+

Red Detection: Get a Preliminary Analysis

CapsoView®’s red detection system detects and displays
frames that may contain characteristics of bleeding in an
easy-to-read fashion, providing a preliminary analysis of
the CapsoCam® Plus exam quickly. These images are also
marked on the playback status bar for easy reference as
you conduct your review.

Precision Speed
Controls: Customize
Your Viewing
Experience

Duo View: Reduce Your Reading Time
by Up to 50%

CapsoView® allows you
to optimize video speed
so you can more easily
identify pathologies.
Duo View mode displays two 360° frames simultaneously,
which may decrease reader fatigue and is expected to
significantly reduce reading time.

ACE: Enhanced Color Settings for Better
Visualization of Tissue Characteristics

CapsoView®’s Advanced Color Enhancement (ACE)
technology uses computed spectral sequences based on
the in vivo image data to enhance tissue characterization
which may improve diagnostic utility of the mucosal images.

Advanced Reporting: Create and
customize Comprehensive Reports

CapsoView®’s reporting system offers simple, secure and
user-friendly reporting formats, providing various options
to customize and generate a comprehensive report.

To learn more or to set up a demonstration, contact your local CapsoVision representative.
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